
“Let’s Eat”
Students will be able to: 

• define fresco paintings

• experiment with recipes to determine substitution of 
ingredients and their effect

• recognize the “most duplicated” painting in the world
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Pick one activity of your choice!

Draw/Paint/Color:

1. Make a fresco recipe and use it to paint on. (A recipe can be found on the HiGASFY

Pinterest Renaissance board.) 

2. Draw or paint an example of what your dinner table looks like, i.e. type of plates, glasses, 

bowls, utensils, etc. 

3. Have a paper airplane contest in class.  Paper planes should be constructed out of one 

piece of paper: Standard letter size (8.5” x 11”). The sheet should be modified by folding 

only! No ripping, gluing, cutting, or stapling is allowed! Judging can be based on accuracy 

and long distance. 

4. Group Activity:  Gather 13 students, family members or friends. Recreate The Last Supper 

painting by Leonardo. Have fun with costumes, tablecloths, plates, food, etc. Take a photo 

of this and send to mrsbethandgasfy@higasfy.com. 
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History: 

Advanced Students:  

Research the circumstances behind the 1943 WWII bombing in Milan, Italy, that hit the 

monastery. 

Science:

1. How do temperature, humidity and pollution affect art? 

2. Do you like to cook? Have you ever changed or experimented with a recipe by 

substituting ingredients? How did it taste? Experiment with a recipe. Substitute 

ingredients. Did the recipe turn out tasty? If so, why did it work? How did substituting 

ingredients affect the overall taste? 
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1. substitute - (v.) use or add in place of.

2. creativity - (adj.) the use of the imagination or original ideas, especially in the production 
of an artistic work. 

3. curiosity - (n.) a strong desire to know or learn something. 

4. Community - (n.) a group of people living in the same place or having a particular 
characteristic in common. 

5. monk - (n.) a member of a religious community of men typically living under vows of 
poverty, chastity, and obedience. 

6. monastery - (n.) a building or buildings occupied by a community of monks living under 
religious vows. 

7. passover - (n.) the major Jewish spring festival that commemorates the liberation of the 
Israelites from Egyptian slavery, lasting seven or eight days. 

8. dining - (v.) eat dinner. 

9. fresco - (adj.) a painting done rapidly in watercolor on wet plaster on a wall or ceiling, so 
that the colors penetrate the plaster and become fixed as it dries. 

10. decipher - (v.) succeed in understanding, interpreting, or identifying (something). 

11. backfire - (v.) (of a plan or action) rebound adversely on the originator; have the opposite 
effect to what was intended. 

12. betray - (v.) be disloyal to.
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13. clutched - (v.) grasp or seize (something) tightly or eagerly.

14. temper - (n.) a person's state of mind seen in terms of their being angry or calm.

15. grief - (n.) deep sorrow, especially that caused by someone's death.

16. flake - (v.) come or fall away from a surface in thin pieces.

17. deteriorate - (v.) become progressively worse.

18. restore - (v.) return (someone or something) to a former condition, place, or position.

19. allied - (adj.) in combination or working together with; relating to the US and its allies in 
World War I and World War II and after.

20. thermostat - (n.) a device that automatically regulates temperature, or that activates a 
device when the temperature reaches a certain point. 
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Write your answers in the space provided. There is no right or wrong answer!

1. Would you be considered a Renaissance man or woman? Do you know someone who is?

2. If you could paint a picture on your school cafeteria wall or home dining room wall, what 

would it be? Why? 

3. Do you like to paint quickly or take your time like Leonardo? 
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